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QUESTION 1

Which of the following commands will print the first few lines of a text file to the shell? 

A. cat -n 10 filename 

B. dump -n 10 filename 

C. head -n 10 filename 

D. print -n 10 filename 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 2

You are using quota on your system. How can you see disk quota details? 

A. repquota 

B. quota -l 

C. quota 

D. quotachech 

E. quota --list 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 3

You have just set up the Gnome Display Manager as your default display manager. What file should you edit to change
the default greeting for it? 

A. /etc/X11/prefdm 

B. /etc/X11/XF86Config 

C. /etc/X11/gdm.conf 

D. /etc/X11/gdm/lnit/Default 

Correct Answer: D 

 



 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following is the default Xorg configuration file? 

A. /usr/X11R6/etc/xorg.conf 

B. /var/X11/xorg.conf 

C. /etc/X11/xorg.conf 

D. /usr/etc/X11/xorg.conf 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 5

What is the purpose of the bash built-in export command? 

A. To allow disks to be mounted remotely. 

B. To run a command as a process in a sub-shell. 

C. To make the command history available to sub-shells. 

D. To setup environment variables for applications. 

E. To share NFS partitions for use by other systems on the network. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 6

What is the default process priority when a process is started using the nice command? 

A. -10 

B. 10 

C. 20 

D. 0 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 



QUESTION 7

Which command is used to dump files in octal format? 

A. od 

B. octdump 

C. dumpoct 

D. cat -o 

Correct Answer: A 

Answer A is correct. od command dump files in octal and other formats. Example: od test it will display the all contents
of file in octal format. 

 

QUESTION 8

Which of the following commands can be used to create a new file that is 100kB in size? 

A. dd 

B. file 

C. mkfile 

D. touch 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 9

To ensure that a running process continues to execute after you log out, the process should be started with what
command? 

A. live 

B. nohup 

C. saferun 

D. sh 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 10



You wish to kill a process with a PID of 123. Select the command which will allow the process to "clean up" before
exiting. 

A. kill -1 123 

B. kill -9 123 

C. kill -15 123 

D. kill -17 123 

Correct Answer: C 

To terminate the process we use kill command. But we should know the process ID. In QUESTION:s PID is specified to
123. Syntax of kill command is: kill signal PID Where -9 is the powerful signal then other signal which kill the process. 

 

QUESTION 11

You are experimenting with a binary in /tmp/foo.d that expects its configuration file at /etc/foo.conf. You don\\'t want to
save it there, but use a symbolic link to /tmp/foo.d/foo.conf instead. Which command would accomplish that? 

A. ln -s /tmp/foo.d/foo.conf /etc/foo.conf 

B. ln /tmp/foo.d/foo.conf /etc/foo.conf 

C. ln -s /etc/foo.conf /tmp/foo.d/foo.conf 

D. ln /etc/foo.conf /tmp/foo.d/foo.conf 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 12

To prevent a command run as root from sending both standard out (stdout) and standard error (stderr) to any terminal or
other file or device, which of the following strings should be appended to the command? 

A. >/dev/null 

B. >/dev/null 1>and2 

C. >/dev/null 2>and1 

D. 1>and2 >/dev/null 

E. 2>and1 >/dev/null 

Correct Answer: C 
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